I. INTRODUCTION

This college policy is pursuant to New Jersey Statute which provides eligibility of in-state residency for purposes of tuition calculation.

II. DEFINITIONS

N/A

III. POLICY

Pursuant to N.J.A.C.9A:5-1.1-1.2 and the enabling N.J. Statute 18A:62.4-4.1, persons who have been a resident within the state of New Jersey for a period of 12 months prior to enrollment in a public institution of higher education are presumed to be domiciled in this State for tuition purposes. Persons who have been a resident within this State for less than 12 months prior to enrollment are presumed to be nondomiciliaries for tuition purposes. Persons whose residency status is challenged by TCNJ may demonstrate residency status according to the rules set forth by the New Jersey Commission on Higher Education. These guidelines and The Residency Analysis Form are available in the Office of Records and Registration, Green Hall 112.
Residency Analysis Form

Please download and print this form. Read the instructions carefully, answer all questions, and get all signatures before bringing or mailing your form to The Office of Records and Registration.

Residence established solely for the purpose of attending TCNJ is not domicile for the purpose of achieving in-state residency.

United States military personnel and their dependents who are living in New Jersey and are attending public institutions of higher education in New Jersey, shall be regarded as residents of the State for the purpose of determining tuition.

The residency status of non-United States citizens must be reviewed on a case by case basis. The federal immigration laws divide aliens into two categories: immigrants (those lawfully admitted for permanent residence) and non-immigrant aliens. The residency for tuition purposes requirements for immigrant aliens are the same as those for U.S citizens. There are numerous visa categories for non-immigrant aliens that are further broken into separate visa classes. Most non-immigrant aliens are not eligible for in-state tuition. This includes non-citizens who are in the U.S. on temporary visas (not permitted to establish a legal domicile in the U.S.) such as B,C,D,F,H,K,L,M,O,R,N,TD, NATO classifications, or holders of the Employment Authorization Card who are classified as nonresidents for tuition assessment regardless of how long they have been residents in New Jersey. However, a small group principally holding A, E, G, H1B, I and J visas may be eligible pending further review. TCNJ students/applicants residing in New Jersey holding these visa types should make an appointment in Records and Registration and complete the residency application form to discern their eligibility.

Students/applicants initially classified as non-residents by TCNJ may demonstrate their in-state status via the completion of the Residency Analysis Form and the provision of supporting documentation.

IV. RELATED DOCUMENTS

V. HISTORY